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Abstract. We propose a molecular computing algorithm for constructing diagnosis rules from blood sample automatically. Different to disease
diagnosis based on microarray, proposed method can make a diagnosis
without statistical analysis of sample. Every operator in the proposed
method can be implemented with conventional wet-lab techniques such
as Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), hybridization and affinity separation. Tested on a real disease data, simulation results show not only the
feasibility of proposed method but also the possibility of biological information processing. The use of huge population in molecular evolutionary
algorithm also can give various insights to evolutionary computation.

1

Introduction

The microarray technology has many applications such as gene discovery, disease diagnosis, drug discovery and toxicological research. For example, with the
evolution of microarray technology, it will be possible for the researchers to further classify the types of cancer on the basis of the patterns of gene activity in
the tumor cells. This will tremendously help the pharmaceutical community to
develop more effective drugs as the treatment strategies will be targeted directly
to the specific type of cancer [9]. Typical approach is the selection of discriminating genes in specific disease. But the selection of discriminating genes is not
enough to make a diagnosis, because these genes are co-related with each other.
For this kind of microarray analysis, biological signal should be transformed
into optical signal. Then optical signal should be transformed into numerical
data. As a result of this procedure, the microarray data have noise or error
inevitably. If we can process the biological signal directly without transformation,
we can analysis more clean data without noise or error.
We propose novel method to construct diagnosis rules from patient’s DNA
Samples automatically and show that the diagnosis rules can be learned from
training examples using DNA computing. The probabilistic nature of the computation performed by DNA computing makes it robust against uncertainty arising
from both internal and external sources. The general setting for proposed method
is similar to the genetic programming framework where the programs for digital
computers are evolved using the principle of natural selection [5]. But our method

is much simpler than genetic programming, because we want to implement our
method with real DNA molecules. Simulation result shows the feasibility of our
method and the possibility of implementation with DNA molecules.
There are some similarities and differences between the standard genetic
programming and the molecular programming. Molecular programming (MP) is
similar to a standard GP in that its representation is of variable-length, which is
a defining characteristic that distinguishes GP from other evolutionary computation methods. The use of decision lists as the representation of program structure
is distinguished from other GP approaches, including the linear GP [8]. The use
of DNA computing technology makes the design of the evolutionary operators
very different from the conventional GP and other evolutionary computation
methods. The possibility of synthetic DNA molecules and their manipulation by
biochemical techniques in a test tube allows for the use of huge population size.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, representation of the individual is described. Learning algorithm of the proposed method is in section 3. In
section 4 and 5, experimental design and simulation results are reported. Section
6 draws conclusions.

2

Decision List

Each individual represents not a tree but a decision list (rule). These decision
lists constitute whole decision forest. In other words each decision list represents
a certain path from root to leaf in the decision tree. And the decision is made by
the decision forest which is composed of decision lists or decision trees. The aim
is to find these decision lists and build a decision-making system f that makes a
diagnosis. In the decision tree in Figure 1, possible decision lists are as follows:
(36822 at = yes, 32815 at = yes, 1915 at =yes, class = yes), (36822 at = yes,
32815 at = no, 38982 at = no, class = no), (36822 at = no, 1915 s at = yes,
class = yes), (36822 at = no, 1915 s at = no, 1894 f at = yes, 38072 at = yes,
36950 at = yes, class = no), etc.
To be more specific, consider a DNA-based diagnosis problem. Given a training set D of K labeled DNA samples in the form
D = {(xi , yi )}K
i=1
xi = (xi1 , xi2 , ..., xin ) ∈ {0, 1}n
yi ∈ {0, 1}.

(1)
(2)
(3)

Here xi represents the DNA markers (subsequences of genes) in sample i and yi
is its associated diagnosis. For example, a training example (10101, 1) means the
sample is diagnosed positive (y = 1) if it contains the DNA markers numbered 1,
3, and 5 (x1 = 1, x3 = 1, x5 = 1) and does not contain the rest (x2 = 0, x4 = 0).
To solve the diagnosis problem, a test tube of DNA molecules representing
the genetic programs or diagnosis rules is maintained. Given is a set D of training
data consisting of pairs of DNA-sample and its associated label. The goal is to
find a population of decision lists (or a decision forest) that can predict the
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Fig. 1. Decision tree using ID3: each path from root to leaves represents the decision
list.

correct diagnosis label for a future DNA-sample. The generic form of a decision
list is (x1 = 1, x3 = 1, x5 = 1, y = 1), where the commas are interpreted as
logical ANDs. Each attribute-value pair is encoded as a sequence of nucleotides
(A, T, G, and C). The output label can also be encoded as a DNA sequence.
The whole population consists of multiple copies of the decision lists and the
number of copies is proportional to the importance of the decision list. That is
to say, the number of copies means the weight of each decision tree in decision
forest. The goal of molecular genetic programming is to find the probabilistic
distribution of the decision lists to solve the diagnosis problem. Since each decision list represents a conjunction, the population represents a disjunction of
conjunctions where each conjunction may have multiple copies. This representation has some similarity with the decision tree [7] or decision forest [4] in that
the whole population represents a disjunction of conjunctions of attribute-value
pairs. However, our ensemble representation allows for probabilistic computation of decision labels rather than deterministic as in conventional decision tree
methods.

3

Design for Wet-lab Experiment

Due to the limitation of handling DNA molecules, variation operators are not
used. We only use selection and amplification to change the probability distribution of decision lists. Some recent genetic and evolutionary algorithms build
explicit probabilistic models for the population [6]. These distribution-estimation
algorithms (EDAs) generate offspring by sampling from the probabilistic model
rather than using crossover and mutation. Like EDAs, our method generates
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Fig. 2. Affinity separation by magnetic beads: Selection operator to the specific DNA
sequence can be implemented with its complement sequence attached to magnetic
bead. After the DNA sequence hybridize with its complement, we can separate it
with magnetic.

the offspring by sampling from a probability distribution. Unlike in EDAs, no
extra probabilistic model is built. The population of linear lists itself represents
a probability distribution. The use of a huge number of molecules (1015 or more)
enables the test tube to represent the empirical probability distribution.
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a molecular biology technique, for enzymatically replicating DNA without using a living organism, such as E. coli
or yeast. Like amplification using living organisms, the technique allows a small
amount of the DNA molecule to be amplified exponentially. However, because it
is an in vitro technique, it can be performed without restrictions on the form of
DNA and it can be extensively modified to perform a wide array of genetic manipulations. PCR is commonly used in medical and biological research labs for
a variety of tasks, such as the detection of hereditary diseases, the identification
of genetic fingerprints, the diagnosis of infectious diseases, the cloning of genes,
paternity testing, and DNA computing.
Hybridization is the process of combining complementary, single-stranded
nucleic acids into a single molecule. Nucleotides will bind to their complement
under normal conditions, so two perfectly complementary strands will bind to
each other readily. Conversely, due to the different geometries of the nucleotides,
a single inconsistency between the two strands will prevent them from binding.
The process can be reversed by heating the molecule.

Figure 2 shows implementation of selection operator using complement DNA
attached to magnetic beads.

4

Evolving the Decision List

In this section we describe the molecular algorithm for learning the decision list.
The goal is to learn a decision list that best fits to a data set. To learn the
formula we initialize a library of DNA molecules representing random combinatorial decision list. Let this library at the step t be Lt . Given a query pattern xq
we extract from the library all the molecules (terms) that match the query. The
extraction can be implemented using hybridization reaction in the same way to
check which markers exist. The idea is to chop the query sequence into subsequences for individual variables. These chopped query sequences hybridize with
the decision list in the population. Only the fully double-stranded sequences are
then separated.
These molecules will have class labels from which we decide the majority
label as the class of the query pattern. To perform the matching between xi and
xq for i = 1, ..., N in parallel, we present multiple copies (up to the number of
the library size) of it. That is, we generate a collection
Q = {∆c(x1 ), ∆c(x2 ), ..., ∆c(xn ), ∆c(y)},

(4)

where ∆c(·) denotes copies made by PCR (learning rate). The class decision is
made by comparing the number of elements in class 1, N1 , with that in class 0,
N0 : where y takes 0 or 1.
For learning, we prepare two collections, M+ and M− , consisting of library
elements that correctly (or incorrectly) classifies the query sample as follows:
– M+ = {(ui , vi )|ui consists of xi for i = 1, ..., n and vi = y}
– M− = {(ui , vi )|ui consists of xi for i = 1, ..., n and vi 6= y}.
Now, we describe how the library is revised to learn from newly observed
data. As a new training example (x, y) is given, we extract from the library
the terms whose x-part matching with x. The class y ∗ of x is determined by
the classification procedure described above. Then, the matching terms (library
patterns) are modified in their frequency depending on their contribution to the
correct or incorrect classification of x. If the label v of the library pattern (u, v)
matching x is correct, i.e. v = y, it is reproduced:
Lt ← Lt + ∆c(M+ ).

(5)

If the label v is incorrect, i.e. v 6= y, the matching library pattern is removed
from the library:
Lt ← Lt − ∆c(M− ).

(6)

The update of the library in this way is more or less like evolutionary computation with the additional feature that the presentation of a training example

–
–
–
–
–

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Let the library L0 = {(ui , vi )} contain the initial decision lists. Let t = 0.
Let t ← t + 1.
Get a training example (x, y) = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn , y).
Let Q = {∆c(x1 ), ∆c(x2 ), ..., ∆c(xn ), ∆c(y)}.
Classify x using Lt as described in the text and construct the following:
• M+ = {(ui , vi )|ui consists of xi for i = 1, ..., n and vi = y}.
• M− = {(ui , vi )|ui consists of xi for i = 1, ..., n and vi 6= y}.
– 6. Update the library L as follows:
• Lt ← Lt−1 + Q.
• Lt ← Lt + ∆c(M+ ).
Optionally, Lt ← Lt − ∆c(M− ).
– 7. Go to Step 2 if not terminated.
Fig. 3. Learning procedure of decision lists from training examples [12].

proceeds one generation of the library (as a population). This is also a learning
procedure since the library improves its classification performance as new examples are presented. The molecular algorithm for the whole evolutionary learning
procedure is summarized in Figure 3 and the cycle of learning procedure is shown
in Figure 4. Addition operation can be implemented by PCR and removal can
be done by extraction of the corresponding molecules. The update process relies
upon the reliability of DNA extraction technology.
Note also that the learning rule has a parameter ∆c that reflects the strength
of learning for each training example. This is also related to the reproduction
rate. Big ∆c imposes high reproduction rate while small ∆c forces a low reproduction rate. How to set this parameter is an important issue for the stability
and the adaptability of the algorithm. δ is expressed as the amplification ratio of
the number ∆c(x, y) of additional copies of molecules to the number of current
copies cn−1 (x, y), i.e.
δ=

∆c(x, y)
.
cn−1 (x, y)

(7)

Since ∆c(x, y) is determined by the number of PCR cycles for signal amplification, the reproduction rate δ can be set indirectly by controlling the number of
PCR cycles or its fraction.

5
5.1

Experimental Results
Data

Microarray gene expression data are used to evolve molecular genetic programs
for making diagnosis based on DNA. Since molecular programming is based on
DNA molecules, it is very natural to solve the problem based on DNA. Microarrays or DNA chips are a new technology for measuring gene expression
intensities at the cDNA (i.e. the DNA sequence complementary to the mRNA
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of learning procedure

sequence) level. Gene expression data are collected from microarray experiments
for ALL/AML leukemia [3]. It should be noted that the microarray gene expression data contain much noise and this application can be a good test bed problem
for the molecular programming approach against uncertainty.
Because ID3 prunes nodes (attribute), the microarray data are preprocessed
and 10 genes were selected out of 12600 genes for the purpose of comparing
simulation results with the results of ID3. The genes are chosen according to the
information gain measure for extracting features [7]. The training set consists of
120 examples each composed of 10 genes plus the associated leukemia class which
is AML or ALL. A 6-fold cross-validation is used for testing the performance.
That is, the whole data set of 120 examples is partitioned into 6 subsets and a
total of six sessions were run, where each run used a subset of 20 examples for
test and the remaining 100 examples (5 subsets) for training.
5.2

Simulation Results

For the simulation of in vitro evolution of the molecular genetic programs, the
population size of 118, 096 × 106 ≈ 1.2 × 1011 was used, where 118,096 is the
number of different library elements and 106 is the number of their copies. The
library was initialized to contain each and every conjunction of order 1 through
10. These include (x1 = 0, y = 0), (x1 = 0, y = 1), (x1 = 1, y = 0), (x1 = 1, y =
1), (x1 = 0, x2 = 0, y = 0), (x1 = 0, x2 = 0, y = 1), (x1 = 1, x2 = 0, y = 0), ....
P10
Thus, the total number of the different library elements is N =
k=1 10 Ck ·
2k · 2 = 118, 096, where 10 Ck denotes the number of cases choosing k variables
out of 10. For the simulation of in vitro computation, we used the library size
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Fig. 5. Fitness evolution. Shown are the average classification rates over the 6-fold
cross-validation runs. Though there are fluctuations the fitness values tend to converge
96 % accuracy. The reproduction rate was 0.01.

of 118, 096 × 106 , i.e. the initial library was generated by copying each element
106 times. Thus, the library consists of multiple copies of the same terms and
we evolved the distributions of the terms through the molecular programming
procedure.
After the learning procedure, only the rules whose concentration (weight)
shows a rise of 10 times over initial concentration are selected. In order to compare with ID3, those whose length is shorter than maximum depth of decision
tress are selected once more. 426 rules are selected finally. The rules agree exactly
with the rules found by ID3 are as below:
–
–
–
–

(36822
(36822
(36822
(36822

at = no, 1915 s at = yes, class = yes)
at = yes, 32815 at = no, 38982 at = no, class = no)
at = yes, 32815 at = no, 38982 at = yes, 1915 s at = no, class = no)
at = no, 1915 s at = no, 1894 f at = no, 38982 at = yes, class = yes)

It is not so surprise that only 4 rules agree with those of ID3. ID3 executes
greedy local search. On the other hand, our method executes global search. It
does not mean low performance that only 4 rules agree with ID3’s. As shown in
Figure 5, weighted sum of rules shows high classification accuracy. Because our
method maintains huge population, the efficiency of learning process is much
worse than ID3. But the objective of our algorithm is automatic construction

of rules not in silico but in vitro. Its simplicity in the learning process makes it
possible to implement molecular algorithm with DNA test tube.
Figure 5 shows the fitness evolution of population. The accuracy converges
about 96%. This result is competitive to the result of ID3 (96.7%). The fitness
is evaluated by the classification performance to the training set. For decision
making, we used a sigmoid squashing function:
f (x) =

1
1 + exp(−βx)

(8)

where β is a constant which reflects the level of noise and sets the decision
boundary. We count the number of each term which answers positive or negative.
Then, the proportion of the positives and the negatives is calculated. This result
is the input to the sigmoid function. We make a decision probabilistically based
on the output of the sigmoid function. In the test tube, we cannot count the
exact number of DNA molecules. We can only know the rough estimation of
them. In order to simulate it, we use sigmoid function.

6

Conclusion

We presented an evolutionary method to construct diagnosis rules from DNA
samples. Our simulation results on the leukemia problem shows the feasibility
of automatic construction of diagnosis rules based on DNA computing. Recent
research of Benenson et al. [1] also demonstrates the possibility of diagnosis
based on DNA computing. Our results on DNA-based diagnosis also suggest the
possibility of biological information processing.
The simplicity of our algorithm shows its potential molecular implementation. It needs no computation and all of the operators can be implemented with
bio-lab techniques easily. We are preparing real DNA experiment based on proposed algorithm. It is also an interesting future work to study the connection
between the huge size of the population and the complexity of the learning algorithm.
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